
Choices

Another innovation you can rely on

Affordably transform any fact-find process - use anywhere, 
then work with us on upgrading lead generation, forever. 



OVERVIEW

James York - Founder

Insurance is undergoing another sector 
revolution, it’s third to date, and again 
those incumbent must ask - what should 
we do?

Technology can o�en feel like that awk-
ward combination of hype and expense. 
Those who pitch big internal change 
programmes o�en move on before any 
dust settles - everyone is trying to sell you 
something. We think differently. 

We see the Open Insurance future 
coming and intend to help usher it in.

We’re offering you technology that 
doesn’t lock you down - low cost, easy, 
quick. That’s us democratising digital.  

Modern insurance providers need to be 
professional, have a focus on high levels 
of conduct and also keep with the times. 

That’s why this product  is called Choices. 
You need them. For a relatively small 
investment, you can now explore tech 
plays in small steps, not giant leaps and 
giant cheques. Let’s do this. 

This is more than just another update. It’s a keystone, upon which your entire 
strategy begins to accelerate. You’re looking at a means to finally offer an 
alternative to comparison sites. It’s exciting, and shows our ambition. 

Fact-finding just changed, 
forever. What else will?



What is Choices?
New Smart Proposal forms

It’s a new “smart” proposal 
form capability that gives 
you the power to spin up 
fact find and proposal 
forms in a digital format 
that is hyper-capable and 
future ready.

The Reciple to success

It’s simple to get moving 
and begin making digitial 
tweaks to your range of 
products. 

CHOOSE BUILD PARTNER

Select your build partner - we 
offer x3 Code Houses as part of 
our studio offering.

Or

BUILD IN-HOUSE

We’ll provide you with a specifi-
cation guide for using this form 
schema. Build it yourself. 

Work with our/your engineering team 
to structure the form you need and 
want. Push the creative possibilities!

You’ll have a 3-Dra� process to get the 
feel and style right for your form. There 
is a broad scope for formatting. 

Once your form(s) are ready, we’ll 
work with you to deploy them on our 
platform. It’s quick and easy. 

We’ve gone to the Open Source locker - JSON

3-Dra� Review

Agree Specification

Deploy Anywhere

We’ve built Choices using a code call JSON Schema. It’s flexible, 
powerful and you can decide how you build your Choices form.

In technical English -JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is an ideal 
lightweight data-interchange format.  It is easy for machines to 
parse and generate. JSON is a text format that is completely 
language independent but uses conventions that are familiar to 
programmers of the C-family of languages, including C, C++, C#, 
Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, and many others. 



Unique. Helpful. Points. 

With our technology you get the best of both 
worlds. The opportunity to upgrade without a huge 
investment, plus the prospect of automation
- you now have the right tool!

Locally Stored Data

Buyers can return to the form at 
a future date. Provided they’re 
on the same machine - our 
cookies will cache their data.

If you want permanent storage 
links, that would survive a 
cookie wipe - talk to our team to 
upgrade to the next storage 
level!   

Fast Commits

The advantage of us hosting 
these Choices forms is deploy-
ment speed. We’ve built an 
interface that means instant 
edit, rapid live. 

If you need to add or remove 
fields - or your compliance 
journey makes an ask. Do it. 
(Instantly). Just hit save. 

House Style, as standard

You’ll need your own font, 
logo - a customised URL to 
feature your brand. 

You’ve got it.

We’ll work with you over your 
dra�ing to ensure your way is 
reflect in your Choices form. 



We’re talking about x3 Use Cases, here
Bang for buck

You don’t want technology that’s restrictive. Some solutions out there are short 
terms solutions, but they rapidly require retooling or replacing - or simply fill you 
with buyers remorse. This is a platform that offers you the ability to build more. 

For Brokers For Carriers For MGAs

NON-CORE LINES
Broker-to-Buyer

 B2B, non-standard, referrals

You may be utilising schemes or delegated authority - running a mix of digitised products and facultative 
operations. Choices gives you a hybrid self-service capability. If those non-core lines offer more efficien-

cy, our technology could help you decide what to digitise next.

SMALL COMMERCIAL
Carrier-to-Broker

B2B, non-standard, referrals

Much of the Open Market and facultative market still operates proposal forms - with service centres 
offering lines that require proposal forms. Wholesale markets that are critical to genersl brokers access-

ing Lloyd’s of London also o�en see heavy reliance on proposal forms.

LEAD GENERATION
Join our group campaigns 

or
 Request a custom campaign

Complimenting your Choices forms is the ability for Worry+Peace to run group lead generation 
campaigns. We’ve added an upgraded lead generation platform to our marketplace. 

You can also request a custom 1:1 campaign - we’ve a specially selected agency on hand.



Beyond Choices?
Not just Proposal Forms

Like all our technology, 
Choices has been 
designed thoughtfully, 
just for the insurance 
sector. 

Not only will a Choices 
form upgrade your fact 
find, it can be tethered to 
our Reviews product. 

Every quote, every expe-
rience, automatically 
backed-up by a feedback 
mechanism.

We’ve got a lot under the hood
Let’s start.

There’s a lot under the hood of our platform - and that can sometimes feel over-
whelming when you’re time-pushed and technology is constantly selling to you. 
Let’s walk you through Choices, then share how our other tools augment it. 

Tunnels:

It helps to give some context about where Worry+Peace fits in.

Consider distribution to be a series of tunnels - all vying for buyers to “go 
through” them. The journey’s toll: That’s the premium paid.

We don’t “sell” insurance, so we have built our platform, and its tool/apps, to 
compliment and help refine those journeys through “tunnels” - We do this for 
both sites of the market. 

We don’t need to start at the entrance to the tunnel. We can help at ANY point.

You can use our tools to automatically gather feedback at 
Quote, Buy, Support or Claim stage. Requesting a review is 
cheap and scalable. It’s industry practice, we just perfected it.

Integrate Reviews

We got rid of 1 or 2 star ratings. A moan or a complaint is 
what it is. And it’s regulated. All “slip ups” get emailed 
directly to a designated complaints address. Eyes on. 

Connect to Complaints

Out of the box with our feedback and complaints tools is 
the ability to resolve issues - they get publicly tagged as 
fixed, too. It’s not how we fall, it’s how we get up...

Resolution Tools out of the box

Choices is part of a big picture,
see the market our way

Before. During. A�er purchase.



x 1 Choices form

PRICING

WE CODE
WE HOST

WE HOST

from £750.00 + VAT

Specification to delivery guarantee: 3 weeks

How to arrange a no obligations demo and quote:

x 1 Choices form

YOU CODE @ £24.99 + VAT / month

(Annual Contract)

Prices may vary if your needs are complex

(Annual Contract)

Year 2: £24.99 + VAT / month

x N Choices forms

We’ve designed this product to give you strategic wiggle room. You build, or 
we build. The Choices form is then a conduit to even more options. Automate, 
integrate, digitise. That’s up to you. Our pricing offers value. 

www.worryandpeace.com - Become a Provider
Book a quick and easy remote demo online

email our team on marketplace@worryandpeace.com

We hope this oozes value, 
we know it oozes choices

10% Bulk Discount
Per 5 projects

20% Bulk Discount
for +20 projects



In our world, everyone wins. Join us.

You’d heard of us, maybe.
You need only remember one thing:

becoming the alternative to comparison 
sites

we sell so�ware, not insurance

everything is for insurance, by insurance

 tools you can use right now

the place to mark territory

 a way to boost your income

a means to get more value

a place to be creative

a distribution channel you can help build

open and fair, as standard

Together, let’s show that our sector’s 

promises are worth the prices.

The new dooryway into the 
world of insurance


